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�I�ve always been the girl for a challenge and, although I say it myself, I was a plucky little number as
well as being quite amazingly beautiful.�

This is the story of Tiny, a fearless, furry ambassador who refuses to be characterised by the disabilites that life has
dealt her. A sparky little tabby cat, Tiny is found wandering the streets in Sidcup. She is taken to a local veterinary
surgery where she finds kindness, but Tiny knows no fear, which makes her a danger to herself and to the patients
in the waiting room. In due course, she comes to live at Tresta Towers with the Earth Mother and Poor Roger and
a gang of Special Needs felines. Gradually Tiny�s extraordinary talents are revealed and she accompanies the Earth
Mother to a variety of venues to spread the word about the joy that a small cat can bring to children of all ages. Tiny�s
triumphs are proof that a tough start in life and disabilities can�t hold back a brave cat with a world to conquer.

From Sidcup with Purrs is based on a wealth of true life experience and looks at the humorous side of life with cats.
It s a feelgood book and anybody who knows cats will have a good giggle. �It was impossible not to write about
Tiny because she is such a character. She erupted into our lives and the very disabilities that could have resulted in
her leading a sad and restricted life have actually liberated her, making her the ideal candidate for going out and
about to spread the word about pets being good for people,� says author Heather.

Customer reviews for Heather s previous books, Evie�s Diary and Paws For Thought:
�If you like cats you�ll love this book... Highly a-mew-sing from start to finish.�

�A wonderful book... The EM and Poor Roger are well under the paw and give their feline friends so much care and love.�

HEATHER COOK fostered unwanted cats and kittens for Woking Branch of Cats Protection for
nearly 30 years and found new homes for thousands of waifs and strays. She was honoured to be chosen as
the charity�s Volunteer of the Year in 2011. Heather has previously written 3 cat books and had a monthly
column in the magazine Your Cat for 10 years.
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